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1. INTRODUCTION
Context-awareness is one of the major issues in many ap-
plication areas, and context-oriented programming (COP)
has been proposed [5] to support development of context-
aware applications. Although this emerging research area is
still in its early stage, several promising linguistic constructs
to modularize context-dependent behaviors and to control
change of behaviors with respect to current context have
been proposed. For example, layer-based COP languages
provide a linguistic construct called layer to modularize be-
haviors depending on a context [2, 3, 4, 7].

From the viewpoint of software engineering (in particular re-
quirements engineering), there are also several efforts to an-
alyze contexts. For example, Salifu et al. proposed a method
to analyze requirements variability depending on contexts by
using problem frames [12, 11]. Similar attempts are found
in the literature [9, 10, 1]. All these research efforts identify
context (a specific state of the system and/or environment
that affects system’s behaviors) in the problem descriptions
and requirements.

However, there have been few efforts to map contexts found
in requirements onto COP language’s constructs. To our
knowledge, design and modeling methods for context-dependent
behaviors and context changes are totally unexplored. We
believe that better understanding on these areas drastically
enhances the State of the Art in COP.

This position paper reports our recent study on context-
orientation from the viewpoint of software engineering. We
have developed a modeling method for context-dependent
behaviors and context changes. This method is based on
the use case driven approach [6] that we extend to provide
a method that systematically translates models of context-
dependent use cases and context changes into the implemen-
tation in EventCJ [7]. We also discuss how this study affects
the design of EventCJ.

Figure 1: Use case diagram for the Twitter client

2. OUR MODELING METHOD
We briefly introduce a motivating example of multi-tabbed
Twitter client. This Twitter client is equipped with multi-
ple tabs, each of which displays the user’s timeline. At most
one tab is focused at a time. A focused tab frequently up-
dates the timeline, while other unfocused tabs infrequently
update it. Furthermore, when the executing machine is run-
ning out of its battery, any tab (including the focused one)
updates its timeline infrequently, and an alert icon is dis-
played. We assume that three contexts, namely TabIsFo-
cused, TabIsUnfocused, and EnergySavedMode, have been
found by requirements analysis.

The research questions are two folds: (1) How to find the
units of context-dependent behavioral variations? (2) How
to design the context changes?

To answer the first question, we firstly identify context-dependent
use cases. A context-dependent use case is annotated with
conditions specifying contexts on which they are executable.

Figure 1 shows an example of context-dependent use cases
for a context-aware Twitter client [8]. In this diagram,
we identify a use case “updating timeline” (UT for short).
We also identify two context-dependent use cases “updating
timeline frequently” (UTF for short) and “updating time-
line infrequently” (UTIF for short), both of which are spe-
cializations of UT. UTF is annotated with the condition
TabIsFocused ∧ ¬EnergySaveMode, which means that it is
executable only when the tab is focused and the energy-save
mode is not active. Similarly, UTIF is annotated with the
condition TabIsUnfocused∨EnergySaveMode, which means
that it is executable only when the tab is not focused or the
energy-save mode is active.

Figure 2 shows a use case diagram for interactions between



Figure 2: Use case diagram for interactions between
the client and user

Figure 3: Constructed model of context changes

the Twitter client and the user, namely “viewing timeline”
(VT for short). There is a context-dependent use case,
namely“viewing infrequent timeline”(VIFT for short), which
describes the behavior of the Twitter client that displays
the alert icon on the tab indicating that the battery level
is low. VIFT’s context condition contains an invariant (de-
clared with the keyword inv.).

Readers may readily find that UTIF and VIFT are exe-
cutable under the same context. Our method groups such
use cases into one unit of behavioral variation that directly
corresponds to a layer in COP languages. Thus, from Fig-
ure 1 and 2, we identify two layers TabIsActive that contains
UTF and TabIsInactive that contains UTIF and VIFT.

For the second question, we firstly identify events that trig-
ger changes of contexts by analyzing use case scenarios. The
following is a scenario of the use case “creating a new tab,”
which describes interactions between the user and the Twit-
ter client when the user creates a new tab:

Use Case: creating a new tab
1. The user selects a button to create a new tab.
2. The client creates a new, focused tab and displays it.
3. The current focused tab becomes unfocused.

Assuming that contexts have been identified in the require-
ments engineering process, we may find that this use case
triggers a context change with respect to focus of the tabs.
We refer to the execution point of the use case scenario when
a context change occurs as events. From the use case sce-
nario, we identify two events, namely TabIsFocused and
TabIsUnfocused. TabIsFocused occurs when the user se-
lects a button to create a new tab and is sent to the new
tab. TabIsUnfocused occurs when the user selects a button
to create a new tab and is sent to the current focused tab.

We can easily see that TabIsFocused changes the context
from “tab is unfocused” to “tab is focused,” and TabIsUn-

focused changes the context from “tab is focused” to “tab
is unfocused.” Using this knowledge, we construct a state
transition model of context changes (Figure 3).

3. DISCUSSION

We can derive some useful facts from this modeling process.
First, we can find a unit of context-dependent behavioral
variations, which directly corresponds to a layer in COP lan-
guages, by grouping context-dependent use cases that share
the same contexts. Second, the model of context changes is
derived from use case scenarios.

During the modeling process, we found that there are no
one-to-one mapping from contexts to layers. In fact, this
mismatch drove us to develop a new linguistic construct
composite layers [8], which ensures that the model has a
straightforward mapping to a program. We believe that
context-orientation from the viewpoint of software engineer-
ing should be further exploited to validate existing COP
languages, and to study how COP can affect the software
engineering community.
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